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ABSTRACT

This study aimed at investigating the effectiveness of using the CLIL approach to enhance EFL student teachers' cultural awareness. The study followed the experimental one-group design. The participants were 38 third year students enrolled in English Language section, Faculty of Education, Benha University. To identify the most important and required EFL cultural awareness dimensions for the participants, a checklist of EFL cultural awareness was developed and validated by a number of EFL jury members. A pre-post EFL cultural awareness test was developed. Students were pre-tested, to determine their entry level of EFL cultural awareness. Then, they were trained through the suggested CLIL-based program on how to develop their cultural awareness dimensions (knowledge and situations) and trained adequately through its main four phases: processing the text, identification and organization of knowledge, language identification and tasks for students). The test was re-administered on the participants to assess the progress in their level of performance in EFL cultural awareness. Findings of the study revealed that there was a statistically significant difference at 0.01 in the pre-post assessment of EFL cultural awareness in favour of the post-assessment.
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Introduction

English language is central to learning: without it people cannot make sense or understand the world around them. In a global world, a common language through which everyone can easily communicate is required. In this setting, English not only belongs to those who speak it as their native language, but to everyone who uses it to communicate with the world. As a result, the importance given to this global language is increasing day by day.

Teaching a foreign language is more than developing in learners linguistic and communicative competence in the target language. It also involves transmitting knowledge about the target culture or the country in which the language is spoken. Liddicoat; Papademetre, Scarino and Kohler (2003:45) define culture as "a complex system of concepts, attitudes, values, beliefs, conventions, behaviours, practices, rituals and lifestyles of the people who make up a cultural group, as well as the artifacts they produce and the institutions they create". Moreover, Brown (2000: 177) defined culture as “the ideas, customs, skills, arts and tools that characterize a given group of people in a given period of time.

Englebert (2004:37) asserted that, "to teach a foreign language is also to teach a foreign culture”. It is the context within which people exist, think, feel and relate to each others. It is the “glue” that binds a group of people together. It can be defined as a blueprint that guides the behaviour of people in community and is incubated in family life. It governs our behaviour in groups, makes us sensitive to matters of status, and helps us to know what others expect of us and what will happen if we do not live up to their expectations. Thus, culture helps us to know how far we can go as individuals and what our responsibility is to the group.

Clearly, the relationship between language and culture is a complex one. This is evident in what Agar, (1994:28) has described: "Culture is in language and language is loaded with culture." In fact, the use of a given language reflects the cultural values of the society in which the language is spoken. As language and culture are two inseparable entities, the incorporation of cultural issues in teaching is inevitably recommended. In contexts where there is no immediate access to the target culture, teachers and the materials being used play a significant role in
supplying cultural information. In addition to teachers and realia, textbooks and context can also play a crucial role in supplying students with rich cultural information. (Brown,1994)

Cultural awareness and developing cross-cultural awareness in teaching has been an active area of research in recent decades. In EFL classrooms, as we teach the language, we would automatically teach culture. The forms of address, greetings, formulas, and other utterances found in the dialogues or models our students hear and the allusions to aspects of culture found in the reading represent cultural knowledge. Gestures, body movements, and distances maintained by speakers should foster cultural insights. Students’ intellectual curiosity is aroused and satisfied when they learn that there exists another mode of expression to talk about feelings, wants, needs and when they read the literature of the foreign country. The culture of people refers to all aspects of shared life in a community. A language is learned and used with a context, drawing from the culture distinctive meanings and functions which must be assimilated by language learners if they are to control the language as native speakers control it. (Moate,2010:40)

Naqeeb (2012) has provided a solid foundation for the EFL teachers by empowering them and introducing them to the essentials of developing cultural literacy in EFL classrooms. The researcher equipped the EFL teachers with cultural literacy and, at the same time, sets the American Access Micro scholarship Program as a model of cultural literacy promoting program in the EFL classroom. The researcher concluded his paper by recommending those in charge to adopt this new philosophy in teaching English Language as a foreign and consider the basic prerequisites in advance.

EFL Learners should be exposed to these distinctions as much as possible in the foreign language teaching classrooms. Therefore, the reasons for familiarizing learners with the cultural components should be to; develop the communicative skills, understand the linguistic and behavioural patterns both of the target and the native culture at a more conscious level, develop intercultural and international understanding, adopt a wider perspective in the perception of the reality, make teaching sessions more enjoyable to develop an awareness of the potential mistakes
that might come up in comprehension, interpretation, and translation and communication. (Cakir, 2006:155)

Zhao (2010:102) declared how to foster students’ cross-cultural awareness in EFL teaching. The aim of foreign culture acquisition, as he believes, should be (1) familiarizing EFL learner with the mundane situations of the English speaking countries — that is, their customs and habits, life-styles, generally-accepted worldview, … etc.; (2) enabling EFL learners to comprehend the interaction between language and such social variables would affect people's way of speaking and conduct; and (3) cultivating the students’ ability to objectively assess the culture of the target country.

Karbinar and Guler (2012) aimed at describing the attitudes of language teachers towards teaching culture. The researchers reported that there was no significant difference between native and nonnative English speaking teachers and between the teachers working at a state or private universities in terms of overall attitude towards teaching culture. The higher participation rate in ‘training courses on teaching culture’ and ‘professional development activities’ was thought to result in a more positive attitude towards the integration of culture.

Consequently, some researchers conducted studies to develop EFL cultural awareness through using several strategies, programs and approaches, The Content and Language Integrated Learning Approach (CLIL).

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is an instructional approach that supports the development of language and content concurrently. This approach involves education, research and innovation, essential processes for the current knowledge world demands. Thus, CLIL becomes a new form of education on which: learners are active participants in their learning development; process of inquiry and other critical thinking skills are the means to develop problem solving tasks; and teachers are facilitators in order to empower the learners (Coyle, Hood and Marsh, 2010:55). This indicated that the convergence between both the language and the content aims to develop language skills in the target language as
well as develop specific knowledge beyond concepts of the subjects (Gacha, 2014:54).

Moreover, educators need to be aware that using a foreign language when teaching content incurs in language learning since structures, vocabulary, and pragmatics, among other linguistic features are implicit in the topic being taught. The foreign language acts as a vehicle for learning. Therefore, educators plan integrating not only content and language but also procedures by stating how content will be addressed in such a way that it is meaningful for every learner, no matter their proficiency level (Bonces, 2012:180)

CLIL is an umbrella term as it combines many strategies, with a variety of regional heritage, minority, and/or foreign languages. So, it differs from other approaches in the following points:

1- CLIL is adopted mainly for teaching and learning of foreign language. Thus, it is implemented in nations where students share the same first language and do not have the opportunity to be exposed to the target language outside the classroom.

2- It is an integrated approach, where both language and content are integrated in a balanced way.

3- CLIL is a cross-curricular approach to learning and aims to enable learners to use their critical thinking in order to integrate, use and transfer newly acquired knowledge.

4- The integration of content and language with cognition and culture is at the core of CLIL pedagogy. Apart from language and content-related skills, CLIL also promotes thinking skills as well as cultural awareness and intercultural communication skills.

5- It promotes a cooperative learning and learners are expected to; earn in pairs or groups, (Dalton-Puffer, 2011:185; Darn, 2006:5; Lorenzo, Casaland, & Moore, 2009 :420 ; Lasagabaster & Sierra, 2009:8, and Pistorio, 2010:8)
Barris (2013), asserted that although researchers tend to indicate that CLIL benefits their students in both content and language, the methodological resources and guidelines available for teachers to apply it are restricted to the 4CS framework that was presented by Coylee (1999). This framework has been the most common theoretical guidance for planning CLIL lessons and constructing materials because of its integrative nature. It is built on the following principles: Coylee, 2006:5

- **Content**: Content matter is not only about acquiring knowledge and skills. It is about the learners creating their own knowledge and understanding and developing skills (personalized learning).

- **Cognition**: Content is related to learning and thinking cognition. To enable the learners to create their own interpretation of content, it must be analyzed for its linguistic demands.

- **Communication**: Language needs to be learned which is related to learning context, learning through that language, reconstructing the content and its related cognitive processes. This language needs to be transparent and accessible interaction in the learning context is fundamental to learning. This has implications when the learning context operates through the medium of a foreign language.

- **Culture**: The relationship between culture and language is complex. Intercultural awareness is fundamental to CLIL; its rightful place is at the core of CLIL.

Cultural awareness is fundamental to CLIL approach. As people's willingness to cooperate significantly increases, the better they know each other. This means that students need to learn about other countries. CLIL can offer a significant contribution to that goal. Students do not only have to learn how to talk about key issues in the foreign language. They also need to become aware of the hidden cultural codes and the appropriate linguistic and non-linguistic means and strategies to address them (Meyer, 2010:52).
Docyle, Holmes & King (2009:25) asserted that CLIL Approach is an appropriate vehicle for exploring the links between the language and culture identity, examining behaviours, attitudes and values. It involves contexts and content which enrich the learners' understanding of their own culture and those of others. CLIL approach strengthens the cultural awareness and understanding and promotes global citizenship. CLIL actively seeks to promote intercultural understanding by planning and providing rich opportunities to investigate and reflect on different cultures, traditions, values and behaviour. It also involves learning content through another cultural lens. This helps learners to redefine the familiar, offering multiple perspectives and developing knowledge of and understanding about issues of shared global relevance. Themes like these provide an appropriate arena to develop citizenship addressing challenging ideas and fostering a human rights perspective on individual roles and responsibilities.

Logioio (2010) investigated how storytelling through a CLIL approach can contribute to raising cultural awareness. The program includes traditional stories and tales from a diversity of cultures, as a springboard for activities that promote cultural awareness through the teaching of content derived from the stories in English as a second language. Research data shows that CLIL approach is an effective treatment to raise learners’ interest and curiosity for other countries and cultures as well as to facilitate reflection about their own values, practices and beliefs. Students became interested in discovering about other countries and respective cultures. The process covers the stages of discovery, critical thinking, self-reflection, acceptance and appreciation of a diversity of cultures through the context of English language learning. The instructional strategies through this approach allowed students to encounter the foreign cultures with a spirit of research by arousing their curiosity to explore the unknown. By becoming aware of other cultures depicted in the stories students also developed understanding of their own culture and how it is seen from outside.
2. Context and Statement of the Problem:

In spite of the importance of the EFL cultural awareness, there is a lack among third year students enrolled in English language section, Faculty of Education, Benha University.

Ibrahim (2005) asserted that it is very important to develop the cultural awareness to EFL students. He investigated the effect of using a training program to develop first year secondary students' cultural awareness and critical reading comprehension skills. Mohamed, (2011) agreed with him when he conducted a study to investigate the effect of using a program based on functional grammar on enhancing EFL pre-service teachers' grammatical competence and cultural awareness enrolled in English section at the faculty of education, Minia University.

Elsabagh (2012) stated that it is very important to expose students to the fact that every person’s thinking, language and conduct is at least in part based on cultural influence, improving their knowledge of the cultural significance of certain words and phrases in the target language. The researcher conducted a study to investigate the effect of web-based projects on enhancing the cultural awareness and writing competence of first year experimental school students. Moreover, EFL students should understand and evaluate in a critical way the common stereotypes and generalizations about the target culture. It is the role of the teachers to make students excited and curious about the target culture and to encourage them to be more understanding of its native people. There is a lack in the EFL research that tackled that problem. So, there is a need for effective programs and approaches to help those students. (Shehata, 2013 and Ali, 2015)

To document the problem of the present study, a pilot study was conducted by the present study researcher to identify the cultural awareness among third year students enrolled in the English language section. The participants were 20 students of the third year enrolled in the English language section, Faculty of Education, Benha University. The EFL cultural awareness test adopted from Shehata (2013). It included three parts; part one for testing students' cultural knowledge, part two for evaluating students' attitudes towards the American
culture through an attitude scale and part three for evaluating students' cultural behaviours through a situation reaction test.

The findings of the pilot study revealed that about 80% of students were not able to respond to the EFL cultural awareness dimensions on the EFL cultural awareness test. Therefore, there was a low level of third year students' cultural awareness. So, this study proposes a program based on "CLIL" for developing EFL cultural awareness among third year students enrolled in the English language section, Faculty of Education, Benha University, Egypt.

3. Questions of the Study

To face this problem, the present study attempted to answer the following questions:

1. What are the EFL cultural awareness dimensions required for EFL students teachers, Faculty of Education, Benha University?
2. What are the features of the suggested program based on (CLIL) approach?
3. What is the effectiveness of using CLIL for developing the student teachers' EFL cultural awareness?

4. Procedures of the Study

1- Reviewing the literature related to EFL cultural awareness.

2- Reviewing the literature related to CLIL approach.

3- Developing the instruments of the study.

4- Submitting the instruments to the jury members to verify their validity.

5- Modifying the instruments in the light of the jury's feedback.

6- Determining the effectiveness of the CLIL approach through:

A- Drawing the participants randomly from third year students English language section students.
B- Administering the instruments of the study before implementing the CLIL-based program.

C- Developing the CLIL-based program and experimenting it to determine its effectiveness in developing EFL cultural awareness.

D- Administering the instruments of the study after the implementation.

E- Tabulating data of the study and conducting statistical analysis for them.

F) Interpreting the findings of the study.

G) Providing the recommendations and suggestions.

5. Instruments and Materials of the study

The following instruments and materials were prepared by the present study researcher to measure the dependent variables of the study:

A- An EFL cultural awareness checklist.

B- An EFL cultural awareness test.

C- A suggested CLIL-based program.

5.1-Validity of the EFL cultural awareness test:

To estimate the cultural awareness test validity, the test was submitted to five Jury members (See Appendix, A) who have travelled to UK or USA in order to judge the test and suggest changes to some items that indicate traditions which were no longer existed or practiced. The jury members asserted that the test items were valid, for the final form of the test (See Appendix, B)

To estimate the construct validity of the EFL cultural awareness test, the correlation coefficient between the total score for each dimension and the
two parts of the test and the total score of the whole test, was calculated. The correlation coefficient and significance level are presented in Table (1)

Table (1): Construct validity of the EFL cultural awareness test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Dimensions</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural knowledge</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural situations</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table (1), the correlation coefficient of the EFL cultural awareness test was statistically significant at 0.01. Therefore, the test was internally consistent and valid.

5.2- The Reliability of The EFL Cultural Awareness Test:

The EFL cultural awareness test was piloted on a random sample of third year, English language section, Faculty of Education, Benha University, Egypt (n= 30). Then, the test was administered again to the same group after two weeks. The Pearson correlation between the two administrations was .90 which is statistically significant at the 0.01. This means that the EFL cultural awareness test is reliable. (See Table 2)

Table 2: Reliability of EFL Cultural Awareness Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Dimensions</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural knowledge</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural situations</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3- Scoring the EFL Cultural Awareness Test:

The EFL cultural awareness test consisted of 32 MC questions. Each correct answer is given one mark. Therefore, the total score of the test is 32 marks.

6. Findings and Discussion of the Study

6.1 Findings of the first hypothesis:

The first hypothesis states that "there is a statistically significant difference between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural knowledge in favour of the post-assessment."

In order to verify this hypothesis, the one sample t-test was used to compare the participants' mean scores in the EFL cultural knowledge in the pre- and post-administration of EFL cultural awareness test. Table (3) presents the students' mean scores, standard deviation and the level of the significance of the participants in the pre- and post-assessment of the EFL cultural knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>D.F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cultural knowledge</td>
<td>Pre-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the mean scores are 11.4 for the pre-assessment and 20.6 for the post-assessment. The standard deviation is 2.6 for the pre-assessment and 1.0 for the post-assessment. As shown in the table (3) "there is a statistically significant difference at 0.01 between the participants mean..."
scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural knowledge in favour of the post-assessment. Thus, the first hypothesis was accepted.

6.2. Findings of the second hypothesis:

The second hypothesis states that "there is a statistically significant difference between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural situations in favour of the post assessment."

In order to verify this hypothesis, the one sample t-test was used to compare the mean scores of the participants' in the EFL cultural situation on the pre- and post-administration of EFL cultural awareness test. Table (4) presents the participants' mean scores, standard deviation and the level of the significance in the pre- and post-assessment of the EFL cultural situations.

Table (4): T- test differences between the mean scores of the participants in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>D.F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cultural situations</td>
<td>Pre-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the participants mean scores are 6.1 for the pre-assessment and 9.3 for the post-assessment. The standard deviation is 1.7 for the pre-assessment and 0.7 for the post-assessment. As shown in the table (13), "there is a statistically significant difference at 0.01 between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural situations in favour of the post-assessment. Thus, the second hypothesis was accepted.
6.3. Findings of the third hypothesis:

The third hypothesis states that "there is a statistically significant difference between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of the cultural awareness in favour of the post-assessment."

In order to verify this hypothesis, the one sample t-test is used to compare the mean scores of the participants in the overall cultural awareness on the pre- and post-administration of EFL cultural awareness test. Table (5) presents the students' mean scores, standard deviation and the level of the significance of the participants in the pre-and post-assessment of the overall cultural awareness.

Table (5): "T" test differences between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural awareness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>D.F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cultural</td>
<td>Pre-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awareness</td>
<td>Post-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the participants' mean scores are 17.6 for the pre-assessment and 30.0 for the post assessment. The standard deviation is 3.4 for the pre-assessment and 1.3 for the post-assessment. As shown in Table (5), "there is a statistically significant difference at 0.01 between the participants mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural awareness in favour of the post-assessment. Thus, the third hypothesis was accepted.

Concerning the first hypothesis, the findings revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the participants in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural knowledge dimension in favour of the post-assessment as the t-value was 19.08 which is statistically significant at 0.01. This means that the participants achieved more
improvement in their cultural knowledge. These findings confirmed the first hypothesis statistically.

The CLIL approach proved to be effective in developing the participants' EFL cultural knowledge. This development can be attributed to various factors. The researcher used authentic and comprehensible input to develop students' cultural knowledge. She invoked interest and curiosity about the target culture. Moreover, she encouraged the participants' awareness to recognize that social factors like age, gender, social class and ethnicity influence how people use the language. After that, the researcher presented to the participants the case that language use changes according to whether the particular situation entails an ordinary routine for people of the target culture or is an unusual and unexpected situations. Furthermore, participants through sessions made sense of why people of the target culture choose to behave in certain ways in certain situations, and ultimately the dimension acquired.

The researcher focused on two major components of culture in the program sessions: big-C culture and small-c culture. She focused on the big C in the sessions as it includes factual knowledge about the fine arts such as music, painting, theatre and film. She also used the concept of small c of culture as it comprised a wide multiplicity of aspects, many of which are inter-connected, including attitudes, customs, social relationships, politeness conventions and the uses of physical space and body language, that were very interesting to students and that was consistent with Clopek (2008:10).

Cultural knowledge is fundamental to CLIL approach. Its right place is at the core of CLIL approach. The CLIL-based program offered a significant contribution to that goal through its sessions. As the participants learned how to talk about key issues in the foreign language and became aware of the
hidden cultural codes and the appropriate linguistic and non-linguistic means and strategies to address them, which was consistent with Meyer (2010:20).

**Concerning the second hypothesis**, the findings revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between the participants mean scores of the in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural situations in favour of the post-assessment as the t-value was 10.15, significant at 0.01. This means that the participants achieved more improvement in their cultural situations where the t-value is significant. This finding confirmed the first hypothesis statistically.

The CLIL approach proved to be effective in developing the participants' EFL cultural situations. This development can be attributed to various factors. The researcher used the dynamic view in teaching culture that required the participants to actively engage in culture learning. They were encouraged to view cultural facts as situated in time and space and variable across time, religions, classes and generations. The dynamic approach in teaching through the sessions of the program enabled students to have knowledge of their own culture and understanding of their own culturally-shaped behaviours, which was consistent with Liddicoat (2002).

As culture is one of the 4Cs of CLIL approach. So the sessions of the program helped students to be aware speech acts, connotations, etiquette, food and drinks, customs and traditions, dressing arts and literature and provided them the chance to act out being as a member of culture. The researcher used different resources to manipulate EFL cultural aspects. Literature was important part of the program sessions as it presented values that underline the behaviour of characters and points of view of the authors. The participants through the program sessions were not asked to judge these values but to understand them and their dimensions of the cultural aspects. The instructor depended on understanding these values and presenting them
to students by selecting literally works of interest and proficiency appropriate to students. Both cultural content and meaning can be approached with them. Stories and plays in drama were the materials that researcher used as they contain real speech and characters interacting in the plot. The researcher guided students to reveal cultural patterns hidden in these works.

**Concerning the third hypothesis**, the findings revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between the participants' mean scores in the pre- and post-assessment of EFL cultural awareness in favour of the post-assessment as t-value was 20.28 which is significant at 0.01. This means that the participants achieved more improvement in their cultural situations. This finding confirmed the third hypothesis statistically.

The CLIL approach proved to be effective in developing the participants' EFL cultural awareness. This can be attributed to the development of its two dimensions: knowledge and situations as presented in the previous two hypotheses.

Thus, the CLIL approach proved to be effective in developing the participants' EFL cultural awareness. This improvement can be attributed to the development of its two parts in the previous three hypotheses concerning knowledge, situations and overall cultural awareness dimensions.
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Appendix (B)

EFL Cultural Awareness Test

*. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:

1-When entering a restaurant in UK:(social etiquette of food tradition in UK)
   A- It is Ok to just sit whenever you wish and leave at 10% tip.
   B-You should wait to be seated and leave a 15% tip.
   C-You should wait to be seated and leave a 10% tip if no service charge has been added to the bill.
   D- You should wait to be seated and leave a 5% tip.

2-The usual formal greeting for the first time is a-------- (common formal greeting in UK and U.S.A.)
   A- "How do you do?' and a firm handshake". C-"Nice to meet you too".
   B-"How are you". D- "Hi, Hello"

3-If you're invited to someone's house and the invitation is sharply at half past seven this means that------(common time respect in UK and U.S.A.).
   A- You must arrive in plenty of time. C- The invitation might state from 7.30 to 8.
   B- You can arrive late. D- You should arrive no later than 7.50.

4-Which of these dishes originally come from the UK.? (UK traditional food)
   B-Spaghetti Bolognese, Chicken Tikka Masala. D-Margarine.

5-The double-decker in UK is------ (UK transportation means)
   A- a bus of two storeys. C- a public house.

6-It is important to dress formal clothes when attending------ (common formal cloth tradition in UK and U.S.A.).
   A- dinner invitation C- A birthday party.
   B- a concert or a theatre performance. D- a football match.
7- The usual working day in Britain starts at ------ (UK work time)
A- 8 a.m and finishes by 7 p.m.     C- 6 a.m and finishes by 9 p.m.
B- 9 a.m and finishes by 5 p.m.     D- 8 a.m and finishes by 8 p.m.

8- Education is free for all and compulsory for all children between--- (Common education system in UK and U.S.A.)
A- the age of 5-10                   C- the age of 5-12.
B- the age of 6-15                   D- the age of 5-16.

9- England's national sport is ------- (UK sports)
A- cricket                          C- football
B- rugby                            D- tennis

10- English breakfast consists of --------------- (British food)
A- light breakfast of cereal or toast C- a cup of tea and English tea
B- eggs, bacon, sausages, fried bread, mushrooms and baked beans. D- turkey or pasta dishes

11- The main religion in Britain and America is----- (common religion in UK and U.S.A.)
A- Christianity.                    C- Islam
B- Hinduism.                        D- Confucianism.

12- Which of the following is a favorite American sport --------------- (American sports)
A- Baseball.                        C- Horse-riding
B- Boxing.                          D- Swimming.

13- New year's Eve as a festival occurs on----- (common festivals in UK and U.S.A.)
A- 31 st December                   C- 30 th December
B- 30 th October                    D- 31 st July.

14- "American comfort food" includes dishes such as---------------- (American food)
    a- fried chicken, collard greens, black-eyed peas and corn bread  c- Koshari
    b- turkey                                                           d- hotdog
15- Which of the following is a very unlucky day? (British superstations)

A- Friday the thirteenth  
B- Monday the thirteenth  
C- Wednesday the thirteenth  
D- Tuesday the thirteenth.

16- Which of the following questions is impolite to be asked to any one in UK? (Social manner-things not to do in Britain)

A- How much money do you earn?  
B- How are you?  
C- What's wrong with you?  
D- Why are you sad?

17- If an American wants to visit a relative in another city or country he has a preference to------ (American social etiquette).

A- get reservation at a hotel  
B- stay in his relative's apartment  
C- come back from home on the same day.  
D- reside in his close friend house.

18- ---------------- are used for quick and cheap travel within cities. (American transport means)

A- Metro rails  
B- Cars  
C- Airlines  
D- Ships.

19- When meeting a problem at work an American tends to-------- (American work values)

A- use his abilities to solve it.  
B- ask his boss  
C- leave the work.  
D- ask his colleagues.

20- ---------------- is a meal that varies tremendously according to the time. (American food meals)

A- Breakfast  
B- Dinner  
C- Lunch.  
D- Five o'clock big tea.

21- Many Americans believe that it is a bad luck to----- (American Superstations)

A- walk under a ladder  
B- use horseshoes  
C- touch a rabbit's foot.  
D- open an umbrella indoors.

22- It is impolite to------ in America. (Things not to do in America)

A- chew with your mouth open  
B- shake hand someone.  
C- play baseball.  
D- have a fun day outdoor.
Part B: Cultural situations.

* Read each situation and answer the question below:

1- An American family accepted to entertain Ahmed an Egyptian university student, who studies at USA. At dinner, they offered him some slices of ham and a cup of beer

1- If you were Ahmed, you'd-------

A- eat chips only. C- get embarrassed because you didn't eat such food.
B- pretend to have a stomach ache. D- leave the party.

2- Ahmed went to a cafe after a tiring day in the university to have a cup of tea. When he got there, he met Jessica, one of his American classmates, who want to share him a table. When they were about to leave, Jessica took out some money to pay for the tea.

2- If you were Ahmed, you'd----------

A- let her pay for herself. C- pay for both of you.
B- let her pay for you D- become annoyed with Jessica.

3- Ahmed had an American friend called George. George decided to go for a picnic for two weeks. When he returned, Ahmed was happy to see him again and come close to kiss him, but George get back.

3-If you were Ahmed, you'd------

A- try to kiss him again C- ask for explanation for his behavior.
B- get annoyed of him. D- understand that George did not use such way of greeting.

4- Ahmed had a meeting with Mr. Jone, a British businessman. During the meeting, Ahmed asked Mr. Jone about his family and his salary. Mr. Jone was astonished and changed the topic of conversation.
4- Do you think Ahmed should ask these questions?
A- Yes, it's common talk. C- No, it's personal matters.
B- Yes, to spend a good time. D- yes, he can ask about family, but not about salary

5- Ahmed was invited to a dinner by Mr. Joni, a British friend. Ahmed didn't bring a gift for Mr. Joni, who was astonished of Ahmed's behaviour.

5- Do you think Mr. Joni was astonished because--------
A- Ahmed should give him a gift such as flowers or chocolate, but he didn't
B- he had a headache C- Ahmed didn't shake hand
D- Ahmed was too nervous.

6- Mr. Joni, a British friend, visited Ahmed to congratulate him about his new house. Before entering the house Mr. Joni said "White rabbit, white rabbit, white rabbit". Ahmed was astonished of Joni’s behavior.

6- Do you think, Mr. Joni said the expression "white rabbit" three time, because-
A- he would like to wish a happy life to Ahmed. C- he saw a white rabbit in the house.
B - he was very angry . D- he wanted to leave.

7- Mr. Joni, a British friend, visited Ahmed to study with him their courses. Before leaving, Mr. Joni said that " Good bye, I am going to have the tube for home".

7-Do you think, Mr. Joni will take the tube because-----
A- It's the fastest transportation means to go home C- It is his own tube.
B- He had a baby ,who would be happy to have it. D- It's raining out.

8- Mr. Joni, a British friend, asked Ahmed to come at his home and have a big tea with him. Ahmed was astonished and repeated " A big tea!"

8- Do you think, Mr. Joni will invite Ahmed to have ---
A-turkey C- fried chicken
Mr. George, an American friend, asked Ahmed to come to have a dinner at his home. Ahmed started eating with his hands. Mr. George offered him a knife and a spoon, but he thanked and continued using his fingers. George was looking strangely at him.

9- Mr. George was looking strangely at Ahmed because, he should----
A- use spoon and knife to eat.  C- have a talk while eating.
B- eat too fast.  D- He has to leave

Mr. George, an American friend, asked Ahmed to come with him to buy a gift. They will go through the bus. When they went there, they found people were queuing. Ahmed went straight to the front of the queue. Mr. George was looking strangely at him.

10-Why do you think, Mr. George was looking strangely at Ahmed
A- Because he should wait to his role in the queue  C- Because he was too hungry.
B- Because they have to go quickly.  D- Because he was talking to other people loudly.